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A B S T R A C T
This work emphasizes new algorithms for 3D edge and corner detection used in surface extraction and new concept of
image segmentation in neuroimaging based on multidimensional shape analysis and classification. We propose using of
NifTI standard for describing input data which enables interoperability and enhancement of existing computing tools
used widely in neuroimaging research. In methods section we present our newly developed algorithm for 3D edge and
corner detection, together with the algorithm for estimating local 3D shape. Surface of estimated shape is analyzed and
segmented according to kernel shapes.
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Introduction
Computing systems are key at all stages of neuro-
imaging, allowing scientists to control highly sophisti-
cated imaging instruments and analyze vast amounts of
complex data those instruments generate. Computing
tools integrate an implementation of imaging instru-
ments that capture signals from the brain, guide the be-
havioral tasks used to probe particular brain systems, re-
construct resulting signals into a three-dimensional rep-
resentation of the brain, correct and suppress noise, sta-
tistically analyze the data, and visualize the results. The
collected volumetric data can be segmented on many re-
gions depending on our interest, and they can be stored
either in a data warehouse or a database where it is pos-
sible to query, compare or update it easily. A variety of
neuroimaging technologies allow the structure and func-
tion of the intact human brain to be studied with mini-
mal invasion, presenting a tremendous opportunity to
better understand it, both in healthy and disordered
states. Neuroimaging provides a crucial perspective for
basic and clinical human neuroscience.
In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
many existing tools have been developed piecemeal, by
scientists who are interested in answering particular
neuroscience questions rather than in producing soft-
ware products that are optimized for the needs of a
broader research community. It is, therefore, not surpris-
ing that many of these computing tools are not as robust,
universally useful, or easy to use as they could be. And,
while a handful of neuroimaging computing tools are
suitable for general use, many important tools are not
widely available. Furthermore, even those that are in
general use make varying assumptions, use different al-
gorithms, or implement similar algorithms in different
ways1. The rest of paper is organized as follows. Benefits
of the NIfTI standard are shortly described at the beg-
ging of the Materials and Methods chapter. Following are
described edge and corners detection as a base for shape
estimation and surface extraction, along with application
of multispectral segmentation techniques in neuroimage
segmentation. Chapter with results gives examples of
segmentation and classification of neuroimages.
Materials and Methods
The NIfTI standard
The NIfTI (Neuroimaging Informatics Technology
Initiative) standard aims to design an environment to fa-
cilitate convergence on common solutions to widespread
problems and maximize the usability of neuroimaging
computing tools and provide a common resource for
neuroimaging research.
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An example of one typical whole-brain fMRI experi-
ment’s time series data dimensionality:
dim[0] = 4 xyzt_units = NIFTI_UNITS_
MMNIFTI_UNITS_SEC
dim[1] = 63.75 pixdim[1] = 3.75
dim[2] = 63.75 pixdim[2] = 3.75
dim[3] = 20 pixdim[3] = 5.0
dim[4] = 120 pixdim[4] = 2.0
In this example the data has 4 dimensions. The basic
dimensions (x, y, z axes) are 63.75 mm, 63.75 mm and 20
mm respectively. The voxel dimensions (basic unit by
each axis) are 3.75 mm, 3.75 and 5 mm respectively. This
means that there are 17*17*4 voxels in total. The time
dimension has a basic unit of 2 seconds and the length is
120 seconds. In general, this 4D data is described by 1156
voxels and has 60 frames.
There are 3 different methods by which continuous
coordinates can be attached to voxels. The aim of the
first is to represent nominal voxel locations as reported
by the scanner, or as rotated to some known orientation
and location (i.e. displaying data on its original grid). The
other two methods display data without any particular
spatial orientation or use a standard grid. The continu-
ous coordinates of 3D volumes are referred to as (x, y, z).
Voxel (i, j, k) is stored starting at the (i + j*dim[1] +
k*dim[1]*dim[2]) *(bitpix/8) location into the dataset ar-
ray. The (x, y, z) coordinates refer to the center of a voxel
and the (x, y, z) axes refer to a subject-based coordinate
system, with +x = Right; +y = Anterior; +z = Superior.
The (x, y, z) coordinates are given by the pixdim[]
scales, a rotation matrix, and a shift. This is intended to
represent scanner-anatomical coordinates, which are of-
ten embedded in the data header, and represent the nom-
inal orientation and location of the data. This method
can also be used to represent the »aligned« coordinates,
which would typically result from some post-acquisition
alignment of the volume to a standard orientation. In
such a case, the program will need to convert its desired
(x, y, z) values into (i, j, k) values in order to extract (or
interpolate) the image data. This operation is done by us-
ing a qfac factor which is either –1 or 1. The formula for
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The qoffset_* shifts are in the NIfTI header. The cen-
ter of the (i, j, k) = (0, 0, 0) voxel (first value in the da-
taset array) is (x, y, z) = (qoffset_x, qoffset_y, qoffset_z).
The rotation matrix R is calculated from the quatern_*
parameters.
MRI-specific spatial and temporal information
A few fields of NIfTI data format are provided to store
some extra information that is sometimes important
when storing the image data from an fMRI time series
example. When processing such data into statistical im-




These fields encode which spatial dimension (1, 2, or
3) corresponds to which acquisition dimension for MRI
data. For example, spiral scan multi-slice EPI freq_dim=
phase_dim=0; slice_dim=3; since the concepts of fre-
quency- and phase-encoding directions do not apply to
spiral scan. If the value of slice_duration is positive, and
if slice_dim is nonzero, it indicates the amount of time
used to acquire one slice.
As a conclusion, NIfTI format can store data with dif-
ferent meanings. Imaging data, statistical values and
other data (vectors, matrixes, labels) can be saved in.nii
or.hdr/.img files. Once a data object is chosen, the use of
NIfTI format is unambiguous, since the use of particular
required fields for a certain aim is predetermined. In this
work, NIfTI format will be used for 3D brain images.
Shape estimation
In segmentation of an image, it is important to define
the image features which will be the basis for segmenta-
tion. The term image feature refers to two possible enti-
ties: a global property of an image or part thereof (e.g.
the average grey level, an area in a voxel global feature);
or a part of the image with some special properties (e.g. a
circle, a line, or a textured region in an intensity image, a
planar surface in a range image local feature).
The sequence of operations for most computer vision
systems begins with the detection and location of some
features in the input images that are local, that are
meaningful, and that represent detectable parts of the
image3. Meaningful means that the features are associ-
ated to interesting scene elements via the image forma-
tion process. Typical examples of meaningful features
are sharp intensity variations created by the contours of
the objects in the scene, or image regions with uniform
grey levels, for instance images of planar surfaces4. So-
metimes the image features that are looked for are not
observably associated to any part or property of the
scene, but reflect particular arrangements of image val-
ues with desirable properties. Detectable means that
there must exist some algorithm that could detect a par-
ticular feature, otherwise this feature is not usable. Ed-
ges and corners are most easily detectable features.
Edge detection
Edge points or simply edges, are voxels at or around
which the image values undergo a sharp variation. The
main problem in edge detection is locating the edges in a
given image corrupted by acquisition noise, and which
are most likely to be generated by scene elements. Main
sharp variations correspond not only to significant con-
tours, but also to image noise results in spurious edges.
These edges should be suppressed by the edge detection
algorithm5.
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There are various reasons for taking interest in edges.
The contours of potentially interesting scene elements
such as solid objects, marks on surfaces, and shadows
that are often classified as suspicious tissues, all generate
intensity edges. Moreover, image contours which are of-
ten the basic elements for calibration, motion analysis
and recognition, are detected from chains of edge points.
Edge detection is typically a three-step process6:
1) Noise Smoothing. Suppressing as much of the im-
age noise as possible, without destroying the true
edges. In the absence of specific information, as-
sume the noise is white and Gaussian.
2) Edge Enhancement. Designing a filter responding
to edges; that is, the filter’s output is large at edge
voxels and low elsewhere, so that edges can be lo-
cated as the local maxima in the filter’s output.
3) Edge Localization. Deciding which local maxima in
the filer’s output are edges and which are just
caused by noise. This involves thinning wide edges
to 1-voxel width (non-maximum suppression) and
establishing the minimum value to declare a local
maximum an edge (thresholding).
The Canny edge detector7 is probably the most widely
used edge detection algorithm in today’s multimedia
community. Constructing a Canny detector requires the
formulation of a mathematical model of edges and noise
and quantitative performance criteria, as well as formal-
ize the desirable properties of the detector (e.g., good im-
munity to noise) and synthesizing the best filter once
models and performance criteria are defined. Edges of in-
tensity images can be modelled according to their inten-
sity profiles. For most practical purposes, a few models
are sufficient to cover all interesting edges.
The edge detection operator returns a value for the
first derivative in horizontal and vertical direction. The
depth dimension (the third dimension) can be achieved
by modifying a regular Canny 2D detector7. The edge
gradient of a 3D image object G can be determined by















for each voxel v(x, y, z). The second step is to
estimate the edge strength with e x y zd( , , ) = G G Gx y z
2 2 2+ +
as well as the orientation of the edge normal.
As shown in Figure 1, the orientation of edge normal




















Corners are easier to define in mathematical terms
than edges8. Corners do not necessarily correspond to
any geometric entity of the observed scene. Consider the
spatial image gradients [ ]G G Gx y z
T, , , and a generic voxel












































where the sums are taken over the neighbourhood Q.
This matrix characterizes the structure values. The solu-
tion is building the eigenvalues of C and their geometric
interpretation9. Matrix C is symmetric, and can there-
























The geometric interpretation of eigenvalues l1, l2 and
l3 can be explained using a few examples. First, consider
a perfectly uniform Q: the image gradient vanishes ev-
erywhere, C becomes the null matrix, and eigenvalues
are l1 = l2 = l3 = 0. Now assume that Q contains the
corner of a black cube against a white background: as
there are three principal directions in Q, it is expected
that l1  l2  l3  0 and the larger the eigenvalues, the
stronger (higher contrast) their corresponding image
lines. It is clear that the eigenvectors describe the edge
directions, and the eigenvalues the edge strength. A cor-
ner is identified by three strong edges, and as l1  l2  l3
it is a location where the smallest eigenvalue, l3 is large
enough. In general terms, at corner voxels the intensity
surface has three well-defined, distinctive directions, as-
sociated to eigenvalues of C, all of them significantly
larger than zero10.
The procedure for locating the corners is as follows11.
The input is formed by an image G and two parameters:
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Fig. 1. Orientation representation.
the threshold t on l3, and the linear size of a cube win-
dow (neighbourhood), for example 2N + 1 voxels. First
the image gradient is computed over the entire image G,
and then for each voxel v:
¿ form the matrix C over a (2N + 1) ´ (2N + 1) ´ (2N
+ 1) neighbourhood Q of v;
¿ compute l3, the smallest eigenvalue of C;
¿ if l3 > t save the coordinates of v into a list L.
The list L is then sorted in decreasing order of l3. The
sorted list is scanned top to bottom: for each current
point n, all points which belong to the neighbourhood of n
and appear further on in the list are deleted. The output
is a list of feature points for which l3>t and whose neigh-
bourhoods do not overlap. In the case of corner voxels,
the value of N is linked to the location of the corner
within the neighbourhood12.
Surface extraction from range images
Once edges and corners are detected, local shape
should be estimated. Many 3D objects can be conve-
niently described in terms of the shape and position of
the surfaces they are made of. Surface-based descriptions
are used for object classification and motion estimation
in the compression process in 3D telemedicine13.
This section presents a method of finding patches of
various shapes which compose the visible surface of an
object adapted to 3D. The method called HK segmenta-
tion10 partitions a range image into regions of homoge-
neous shape, called homogeneous surface patches. For a
given range image G, the goal is to compute a new image
registered with G and with the same size in which each
voxel is associated with a local shape class selected from a
given dictionary. To solve this problem, two tools are
needed: a dictionary of shape classes and an algorithm
determining which shape class gives the best approxima-
tion of the surface at each voxel.
Shape classes
To estimate surface shape at each voxel, a local defini-
tion of shape is needed. Differential geometry provides a
convenient one: the local surface shape can be classified
using the sign of the mean curvature H and of the
Gaussian curvature K.
In the Figure 2 and Table 1, concave and convex are
defined with respect to the viewing direction: a hole in
the range surface is concave and its principal curvatures
negative. At cylindrical points, one of the two principal
curvatures vanishes, as, for instance, at any point of a
simple cylinder or cone. At elliptic points, both principal
curvatures have the same sign, and the surface looks lo-
cally like either the inside of a bowl (if concave) or the tip
of a nose (if convex). At hyperbolic points, the principal
curvatures are nonzero and have different signs; the sur-
face resembles a saddle.
Estimating the local shape
This classification is qualitative in the sense that only
the sign of the curvatures, not their magnitude, influ-
ences the result. This offers some robustness, as sign can
often be estimated correctly even when magnitude esti-
mates become noisy.
The expressions of H and K are evaluated at each im-
age point12, with signs from Table 1. The Gaussian curva-
ture operator K for 3D images can be computed as:
K x y z
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Mean curvature H of a 3D image can be extended
from a 2D expression as
H x y z
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Fig. 2. Shape classes for HK segmentation.
TABLE 1
SURFACE PATCHES CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
K H Local shape class
0 0 plane
0 + concave cylindrical
0 – convex cylindrical
+ + concave elliptic
+ – convex elliptic
– any hyperbolic
To summarize, the basic HK segmentation algorithm
works as follows: the input is a range image, G, in an gx,y,z
form, and a set of six shape labels, s1,…,s6, associated to
the classes of Table 1. The images of the derivatives, Gx,
Gy, Gz, Gxy, Gxz, Gyz, Gxx, Gyy and Gzz should be computed
first. After computing the H and K, the shape image L
can be computed by assigning a shape label li to each
voxel, according to the rules in Table 1. The output is the
shape image L.
In order to be used by subsequent tasks, the output of
segmentation algorithm can be converted into a list of
symbolic patch descriptors. In each descriptor, a surface
patch is associated with a number of attributes which
may include a unique identifier position of the patch cen-
tre, patch area, information on normals and curvature
contour representations, and pointers to neigh bourn
patches. Closed form surface models (e.g. quadrics) are
fitted to the surface patches extracted by the HK seg-
mentation, and only the model’s coefficients and type
(e.g. cylinder, cone) are stored in the symbolic descriptors.
Segmentation techniques
Since segmentation requires classification of voxels, it
is often treated as a pattern-recognition problem and ad-
dressed with related techniques13–15. In medical imaging,
where variability in the data may be high, pattern recog-
nition techniques that provide flexibility and convenient
automation are of special interest. One approach is fuzzy
clustering16, a technique based on fuzzy models and
membership function. Another approach is neural net-
work where the classification is based on distributed
nonlinear parallel processing17. Numerous neural net-
work structures and training algorithms are available
and can be applied to medical image segmentation18.
The strategy of edge-based segmentation algorithms
is to find object boundaries and segment regions enclosed
by the boundaries19. These algorithms usually operate on
edge magnitude and phase images produced by an edge
operator suited to the expected characteristics of an im-
age. Traditionally, most image segmentation techniques
use one type of images, but the performance of these
techniques can be improved by combining techniques
from several sources (multispectral sources) or by dy-
namic programming when images are integrated over
time20.
In this work, newly developed segmentation tech-
niques will be described. They are based on semiauto-
matic, expert-trained, neural network techniques with
combination of voxel and region-based multispectral map
techniques.
The most intuitive approach for segmentation is glo-
bal thresholding, when only one threshold based on the
image histogram is selected for the entire image. If the
threshold depends on local properties of some image re-
gions, it is called local. If local thresholds are selected in-
dependently for each voxel (or groups of voxels), thre-
sholding is called dynamic and adaptive.
For images that have biomodal histogram (i.e. grey
levels grouped into two dominant sets, object and back-
ground), the object can be extracted from the back-
ground by a simple operation that compares image val-
ues with the threshold value T. Suppose an image f(x,y,z)
with a histogram shown on the Figure 3. The threshold
image g(x,y,z) is defined as
g x y z
f x y z T
f x y z T
( , , )
, ( , , )










The result of thresholding is a binary image, where
voxels with threshold value 1 correspond to objects,
while voxels with value 0 correspond to the background.
There are a number of selection methods for threshold T
based on classification model that minimizes the proba-
bility of an error. With the semi-automated version, ven-
tricular volumes from 3D magnetic resonance images
can be measured. In this method, an expert (operator) se-
lects two voxels – one inside an object and one from the
background. By comparing the distribution of voxel in-
tensities in the circular regions around the selected vo-
xels, the threshold is calculated automatically. It corre-
sponds to the least number of misclassified voxels bet-
ween two distributions. The result of the thresholding
operation is displayed as a contour map and superim-
posed on the original image. If needed, the operator can
manually modify any part of the border. The same tech-
nique can also be applied on other input data sets21,22.
In many applications good segmentation is obtained
when the area or perimeter of the objects is minimally
sensitive to small variations of the selected threshold
level.
If an image contains more than two types of regions,
it may still be possible to segment it by applying several
individual thresholds. Global thresholding is computa-
tionally simple and fast and it works well on images that
contain objects with uniform intensity values on a con-
trasting background. However, it fails if there is a low
contrast between the object and the background, if the
image is noisy, or if the background intensity varies sig-
nificantly across the image and is not useful in medical
applications23.
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Fig. 3. An example of biomodal histogram with the selected
threshold T.
In this case, one solution is to use adaptive threshol-
ding. Adaptive thresholding means locally-oriented, de-
termined by splitting an image into subimages and by
calculating thresholds for each subimage, or by examin-
ing the image intensities in the neighbourhood of each
voxel. The splitting method divides an image into rectan-
gular overlapping subimages and the histograms are cal-
culated for each subimage24. The subimages used should
be large enough to include both object and background
voxels. If a subimage has a biomodal histogram, then the
minimum between the histogram peeks should deter-
mine a local threshold. If a histogram is unimodal, the
threshold can be assigned by interpolation from the local
thresholds found for nearby images. In the final step, a
second interpolation is necessary to find the correct
thresholds for each voxel. Although local thresholding is
computationally more expensive, it is generally very use-
ful for segmenting objects from a varying background, as
well as for extraction of regions that are very small and
sparse.
Image segmentation for medical data
Segmentation can be defined as the identification of
meaningful image components15. It is a fundamental
task in image processing providing the basis for any kind
of further high-level image analysis. In medical image
processing, a wide range of applications is based on seg-
mentation: volumetric analysis with respect to normal or
pathological organ development, temporal monitoring of
size and growth in pathological processes, or providing a
basis for the applicability of automatic image fusion algo-
rithms when combining the complementary information
obtained by different image acquisition modalities.
Still, the simplest way to obtain good segmentation
results is segmentation by human (expert knowledge).
This yields excellent results, which is due to the fact that
human operators do not only use the presented image
data information, but also make use of additional model-
-based knowledge such as anatomical skills as well as
complex psychological cognitive abilities, e.g., with re-
spect to orientation in space. However, the segmentation
of hundreds of MRI or CT slices by manual contour trac-
ing is a very time-consuming task that requires a consid-
erable amount of human intervention15. Therefore, it is
desirable to perform computer segmentation. However,
this is difficult to achieve, as the complex cognitive abili-
ties can hardly be transferred to computer programs. An
efficient strategy to cope with this problem is to present
additional image data as an input to automatic image
segmentation systems, thus compensating for the lack of
high-level image analysis capabilities. A possible realiza-
tion of this principle is the acquisition and processing of
multispectral image data sets, which forms the basis of
the segmentation approach.
The main goal of the segmentation process is to divide
an image into regions (also called subvolumes) that are
homogenous with respect to one or more characteristics
or features8. Segmentation is an important tool in medi-
cal image processing and it has been useful in many ap-
plications, but this paper will concentrate on classifying
voxels into anatomical regions16. There is a wide variety
of segmentation techniques and processes depending on
the input data (brain, blood vessels, muscles or other
parts of human body, and for example tumours from
magnetic resonance images). That is why there is no one
standard segmentation technique that can produce satis-
factory results for all image applications. The definition
of the goal of segmentation varies according to the goal of
the study and type of data. Different assumptions about
the nature of the analyzed images lead to the use of dif-
ferent algorithms. These techniques can be classified
into two main categories: edge-based techniques that
look for edges between regions with different character-
istics, and region segmentation techniques that look for
the regions satisfying a given homogeneity criteria 10.
Application of multispectral segmentation
techniques in neuroimage segmentation
In this section, segmentation based on the analysis of
multispectral neuroimages will be described. Here the
image object is examined by more than one different im-
age acquisition techniques, e.g. different MRI sequence
protocols. Appropriate preprocessing steps comprise the
anatomically correct registration of the data sets and
masking a region of interest in which the segmentation
should be performed25. Finally, each voxel can be charac-
terized as a vector in an n-dimensional feature space
composed of the grey level obtained from different image
acquisition techniques. Segmentation then becomes the
problem of classifying these multidimensional feature
vectors to specific components among a given set of alter-
native meaningful image components.
The general concept of multispectral voxel-based brain
segmentation can be explained as follows: n different 3D
data sets for each brain are obtained by employing differ-
ent MRI acquisition parameters. Segmentation aims at
classifying each voxel of the multispectral data set as be-
longing to a specific tissue type, thus obtaining informa-
tion about the structure and volume of tissue classes10.
A classical problem with numerous clinical applica-
tions is the segmentation of brain imaging data with re-
spect to tissue classes: grey matter, white matter and
cerebrospinal fluid. Several other structures such as ve-
nous blood may be introduced as additional segmenta-
tion classes. However, these additional classes comprise
only a small part of the total brain volume. Furthermore,
for most of the clinical applications, the focus of interest
is reduced to grey and white matter structures. There-
fore, minor additional classes are assigned to cerebro-
spinal fluid.
Although such a threefold classification of brain tis-
sue may be sufficient for numerous clinical applications,
it should be emphasized that the presented concept can
be extended to an arbitrary number of tissue classes. One
may especially think of introducing additional classes for
identification of pathological tissue, e.g., multiple sclero-
sis plaques or malignant brain tumour structures26.
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The concept of voxel based multispectral image seg-
mentation requires anatomically correct alignment of
the data sets acquired within different image acquisition
procedures. This may already be achieved during the ac-
quisition procedure itself by stabilizing the subject’s head
position and applying constant field of view in different
MRI sequences. In general this will be sufficient in order
to obtain an acceptable registration of different MRI data
sets. Nevertheless, there may be situations in which mo-
tion artefacts cannot be avoided27.
In these cases additional image registration tech-
niques have to be applied. Registration methods can be
classified with regard to the level of human interaction
required within the procedure:
¿ Manual interactive registration by a human ob-
server.
¿ Semi-automatic procedures that require less amount
of human interaction. An example are the so-called
»mark-and-link« methods where a human observer
identifies anatomical marks that serve as reference
points for the registration procedure.
¿ Fully automatic procedures that do not require any
human interaction. These methods are frequently
applied for the superposition of data sets obtained
in different medical imaging modalities such MRI,
PET, SPECT, or CT in order to make use of the
complementary diagnostic information provided by
different modalities.
After correct anatomical registration, an additional
preprocessing step can be performed8. All extracerebral
structures that are not required for tissue classification
task should be excluded from the set. In addition to the
brain, various other structures can be identified, such as
the skull. By defining a mask, these extracerebral struc-
tures are removed. Finally, only the structures belonging
to the brain remain in the data set. The restriction to the
brain structures by excluding all the voxels in the sur-
rounding tissue structures provides import advantages
for the subsequent segmentation task. Those advantages
are:
¿ Vector quantization is restricted only to voxels rele-
vant for the segmentation task. The resulting
codebook thus represents the grey level distribu-
tion of the brain voxels without the contribution of
irrelevant extracerebral voxels.
¿ The grey level range is restricted. Without preseg-
mentation, some codebook vectors would be ori-
ented on tissue classes outside the brain. This, how-
ever, would lead to a lower quality representation of
tissue classes within the brain. However, this could
be compensated by increasing the total number of
codebook vectors applied in the vector quantization
procedure.
¿ Voxels inside and outside the brain with a similar
grey-level representation do not cause problems for
the brain tissue segmentation task. If presegmenta-
tion was omitted, such voxels would be attributed
to the same codebook vector, i.e., they could not be
separated from each other. This could only be achie-
ved by considerably increasing the number of
codebook vectors in order to obtain a more
fine-grained resolution of the grey-level feature
space, which, in turn, would increase the computa-
tional expense for vector quantization.
The last item in particular justifies the additional
presegmentation effort28. In analogy to image registra-
tion, there is a wide scope of methods for presegmenta-
tion ranging from manual contour tracing to semiauto-
matic or fully automatic procedures.
The grey levels of each data set are normalized to the
unit interval [0,1]. G R m m m l nx y z
~
∈ ( , , , , ) represent the grey
levels of a presegmented, multispectral data set, consist-
ing of n data sets with l images each of size mx ´ my ´ mz.
thus. Gp r s t u
~
, , , , represents the grey level of a voxel, where u
denotes the index of a single data set, t the image, i e.,
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the maximal grey level. Then each data set u n∈ [ ]1,... , is
rescaled according to
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G R m m m l nx y z∈ ( , , , , ) here denotes the rescaled multispectral
data set. An alternative approach would be resealing ac-
cording to the standard deviation of the grey-level distri-
bution in each of the single data sets. This would reduce
the effect of outliers on the rescaling procedure.
After performing the preprocessing steps, multispec-
tral data G R m m m l nx y z∈ ( , , , , ) are obtained consisting of n
correctly aligned, normalized data sets. This interprets
that each voxel of the multispectral 3D data set repre-
sents an n-dimensional feature vector x that is deter-
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The data set X = x is now presented as the input to
a vector quantizer. By unsupervised clustering, a set C of
codebook vectors wj with { }{ }C w R j Nj n= ∈ ∈ 1,... is
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computed that represent the data set X. Here, the num-
ber N of codebook vectors is much smaller than the num-
ber of feature vectors30.
Given a set of feature vectors x in a grey-level feature
space G, vector quantization can determine a set of
prototypical codebook vectors wj representing the fea-
ture space. This provides the basis for segmentation of
the imaging data set in respect to different tissue
classes31.
Each codebook vector wj is assigned to a tissue class
{ }l ∈ 1,... m (for example, 1 – grey matter, 2 – white mat-
ter, etc.) that is represented by the codebook. For this
reason, for each of the N codebook vectors wj, all the
voxels of the 3D data set belonging to this codebook are
labelled automatically. Interactive visual inspection of
the images of the 3D data set that contain the maximal
number of pixels belonging to a specific codebook vector
wj, usually enables a decision on which tissue class l is
represented by this codebook vector28. Thus, it is usually
sufficient to analyze N images in order to assign each
codebook vector to a tissue class. If a clear decision for a
codebook vector cannot be made, additional images with
highlighted voxels belonging to a specific codebook vec-
tor can be viewed in order to perform a proper tis-
sue-class assignment. As a result, each of the m tissue
classes l is represented by a set of codebook vectors wj
2.
By assigning each voxel to a codebook vector wj and
each codebook vector to a tissue class l, all the voxels of
the 3D data set can be attributed to a tissue class. This is
equivalent to the segmentation of the data set with re-
spect to given tissue classes.
Results
The whole process is explained by the block diagram
in Figure 4. Original neuroimage in NIfTI format, which
is shown in Figure 5, is segmented according to kernel
shapes and based on edge and corner detection. Detec-
tion of edges and corners can be achieved by using adap-
tive thresholding and adopted 3D Canny edge detector.
The pseudocode of this procedure is as follows:
% 3D Canny edge detection
% compute gradients
drx = gradient component x
dry = gradient component y
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Fig. 4. Schema of complete neuroimaging segmentation process.
% compute trianglethreshold(in)




interval = (max_val-min_val)/ precision;
max_val = max_val+border*interval;
min_val = min_val-border*interval;










% Find the location of the maximum distance to the
triangle
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Fig. 5. Experimental neuroimage. Fig. 6. Edge and corner detection of original neuroimage.
bin = ii(bin);
value = bins(bin);
Results of edge and corner detection are shown in Fig-
ure 6.
Building more sophisticated models of regions, allows
more direct and interesting questions to be asked at the
voxel level, as well as the carrying through of more rele-
vant information to connectivity algorithms that can be,
for example, used in32. Estimated parameter distribu-
tions are used to attempt to approach the problem of as-
sessing anatomical connectivity from a statistical angle.





An example of segmentation and brain masking is
shown in Figure 7.
Object registration is based on the anatomical loca-
tion (voxel location) with accurate intensity values. Reg-
istration principles can be divided into spatial transfor-
mations (finding and applying transformation), interpola-
tion (speed, accuracy and stability), similarity functions,
search and optimisation, and multi-resolution. With cod-
ing only segmented region of interest (brain dataset) and
not the whole head dataset, size of dataset is reduced
from 450kB to 350 kB. The reduction can be even higher
if it is segmented smaller region of interest. The pseudo-
code of segmentation is as follows:
% Segmentation
% apply some thresholding rules to ignore certain parts
of data
D(D<=40) = 0; %ignore low levels (CSF & air)
D(D>=100) = 0; %ignore high levels (skull & other
hard tissues)
D(:,:,1:60) = 0; %ignore spatially low positions (below
brain mass)
% isolate brain mass
lev = greythresh(double(im)/max_level) * max_level;
bw = (D>=lev);
L = bwlabeln(bw);




% remove smaller scraps
D(L~=biggest) = 0;
update_sliceomatic(double(D),hSlico2)
% grow back main region (brian mass) – nobkpt
D = imdilate(D,blk);
update_sliceomatic(double(D),hSlico2)




% partition brain mass (nobkpt)
L = zeros(size(D)); %0=outside brain (head/air)
L(D<lev2 & D>0) = 2; %2=grey matter
L(D>=lev2) = 3; %3=white matter
% Volumetric Measurements (voxel counting)
%total volume of brain (liters)
brain_voxels = length(find(L(:)>1));
brain_volume = brain_voxels*prod(voxel_size)/1e6
%volume of grey matter (liters) – nobkpt
grey_voxels = length(find(L(:)==2));
grey_volume = grey_voxels*prod(voxel_size)/1e6
%volume of white matter (liters) – nobkpt
white_voxels = length(find(L(:)==3));
white_volume = white_voxels*prod(voxel_size)/1e6
%density calculations (volume ratios) – nobkpt
grey_fraction = grey_volume/brain_volume
white_fraction = white_volume/brain_volume
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Fig. 7. Example of segmentation and brain masking.
% Separate head from background for visualization
% exterior of head (connected inside through ears)
BW = (D1<lev1);
% how many connected regions?
L = bwlabeln(BW);
stats = regionprops(L,'Area')




% grow layer back
BW = imdilate(BW,blk);
% label head voxels
L = L1;
L(BW<1 & L1<2) = 1; %1=head (0=air, 2=grey,
3=white)
Result of segmented neuroimage is shown in Figure 8.
From original neuroimage shown in Figure 5 with pro-
posed 3D edge and corner detection and surface analysis
we have removed unnecessary data and brain remains as
a region of high interest.
Discussion and Conclusion
This work introduces the usage of manual (expert
knowledge) and semi-automated segmentation techni-
ques, based on the modified Canny edge and corner de-
tection as well as adaptive thresholding, since segmenta-
tion requires the classification of voxels. The strategy of
edge-based segmentation is to find object boundaries and
segment regions enclosed by the boundaries. By assign-
ing each voxel to a codebook vector and each codebook
vector to a tissue class, all the voxels of the 3D data set
can be attributed to a tissue class and local shapes can be
estimated. Statistical analysis is used for examination of
each MRI dataset when trying to match it with a kernel
shape. Post-stats processing analysis segmentation is
based on adaptive thresholding. Adaptive thresholding is
locally oriented, splitting an image into subimages, and
calculating thresholds for each subvolume or examining
the image intensities in the neighbourhood of each voxel.
The splitting method divides an image into rectangular
overlapping subvolumes and the histograms are calcu-
lated for each subvolume. To detect the subvolumes we
propose newly developed 3D edge and corner detector,
surface analysis and classification of estimated local sha-
pe according to kernel shapes, with goal to obtain fully
neuroimaging segmentation.
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ANALIZA I KLASIFIKACIJA OBJEKATA S PRIMJENOM NA 3D NEUROLO[KE PODATKE
S A @ E T A K
Ra~unalni alati integriraju implementaciju instrumenata za prikupljanje slika i mo`danih signala, i upravljanje
poznatim metodama za rekonstrukciju rezultantnih signala u trodimenzionalnom prikazu mozga, kao i korekciju {u-
ma, statisti~ku analizu podataka i vizualizaciju rje{enja. Prikupljeni volumetrijski podaci mogu se segmentirati na vi{e
razli~itih podru~ja, u ovisnosti o interesu prema odre|enim podru~jima, te se spremaju u skladi{ta podataka ili baze
podataka gdje se mogu procesirati u svrhu upita, usporedbe ili lak{eg osvje`avanja. U ovom radu su razvijeni novi
algoritmi za trodimenzionalnu detekciju rubova i kutova koji se koriste u prepoznavanju povr{ina, kao i novi koncept
segmentacije neurolo{kih podataka koja se temelji na multidimenzionalnoj analizi i klasifikaciji oblika. Kori{tenjem
NifTI standarda za opis ulaznih podataka, omogu}ena je interoperabilnost i pro{iruje se podru~je primjene ra~unalnih
alata u neurolo{kim istra`ivanjima. Prezentirani su novorazvijeni algoritmi za detekciju 3D rubova i uglova kao i algo-
ritmi za procjenu 3D oblika. Povr{ine segmentiranih oblika analizirane su usporedbom s poznatim jezgrenim oblicima.
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